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A revolutionary 
waterproofing 

system
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SAM 
(self-adhesive waterproofing 
membrane)

SAM is a revolutionary new system based on elastic 

foam technology. The self-adhesive waterproofing 
membrane can be glued directly to wall and floor 
surfaces without using additional liquid sealing material. 
The top side is fleece-coated with an anti-bacterially film 
and offers an ideal base surface for every type of tile glue.

You should always prepare the walls and floors with a 
primer before installing the self-adhesive membrane. 
The walls and floors must be:    

 ◼  Solid        ◼  Dry        ◼  Dust free

USP:

◼  Time-saving installation (no drying time) 

◼  Surface immediately tileable

◼  Suitable for all types of building chemicals

◼  No more liquid sealing necessary

◼  100% watertight warranty - lifetime warranty

◼  Complete sets

◼  Antibacterial fleece coating to prevent mold formation

◼  High material elasticity prevents cracking

◼  Acoustic decoupling between finished surface and 
    building construction

◼  Instantly high adhesive force  (20 ton / sqft)

◼  Can be installed on Hotmop (after the Hotmop is  
     cooling down).

The following primed base surfaces can be sealed with 
Easy Seal SAM:

◼  Concrete ◼  Cement screeds
◼  Dry screed ◼  Existing ceramics (tiles)
◼  Plasterboard ◼  Wood

Most moisture-related damages result from an improper 
installation of liquid sealed water-proofing membranes, 
wall-to-floor transfers and drainage systems. The 
patented self-adhesive membrane avoids moisture 
damage by using fleece free impact bonding. The 
non woven zones interrupt the capillary movement of 
moisture and ensure a 100% water tightness.
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> Inside corner

> Outside corner

> SEAL Wall sleeve self-adhesive  1/2”

> SEAL self-adhesive Corner tape

> SEAL self-adhesive Finishing tape

> SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane

> Test sample

> Sleeve DN 100

> Certificate

Content Set (Quantities depending on the size of the seal set):

CORNER TAPE

WALL SLEEVE

INSIDE CORNER

FINISHING TAPE

MEMBRANE

CORNER TAPE
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SAM (self-adhesive waterproofing membrane) 

Compatible with Easy Board, see “Easy Board”

SAM SETS for shower area

Are only for shower area. Max. 43” x 47”.

SAM SETS for bathroom 

The SET contains material sufficient for the total surface (floor, walls, etc.).

Shower area with U-shape (niche) is included.

Easy Seal SAM offers several options to seal your bathroom. You have two options, the wet-area or the entire 

bathroom. The different complete sets offers all options suitable for the most surfaces in the bathroom.

Ground surface in m2
( X x Y = sqft )

Additional ESS 
Easy Board

Wet area self adhesive waterproofing 
membrane can also be ordered 
as a separate SET

Tileable surface

Example calculation:
6.5ft x 6.5ft = 42.25 sqft 
For this surface choose  Seal SET 55 sqft

SAM SETS for bathroom:
55 sqft    max 
80 sqft    max
105 sqft  max

43 inch 47 inch
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SEAL SET SAM - Self-adhesive membrane for Bathroom with 80sqft  (7,5m2).

Compatible with Easy Board, see “Easy Board”

  Content

◼ 6 x Inside corner
◼ 1 x Outside corner
◼ 3 x SEAL Wall sleeve self-adhesive  1/2”
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Corner tape 65ft x 4” (20m x 10cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Finishing tape, 32ft x 4” (10m x 10cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Finishing tape 32ft x 1113/16” (10m x 30cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane 114ft x 1911/16” (35m x 50cm)
◼ 2 x Test sample
◼ 1 x Sleeve DN 100
◼ 1 x Certificate

The SET contains material sufficient for 188,4 sqft (17.5 m2)  
total surface (floor, walls, etc.) The wet area is included in the 
seal set U.

The SET contains material sufficient for 204,5 sqft (19 m2) total  
surface (floor, walls, etc.) The wet area is included in the seal set U.

SAM SETS FOR BATHROOM

SEAL SET SAM Self-adhesive membrane for Bathroom with 55 sqft  (5m2).  

Compatible with Easy Board, see “Easy Board”

◼ 6 x Inside corner
◼ 1 x Outside corner
◼ 3 x SEAL Wall sleeve self-adhesive  1/2”
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Corner tape 65ft x 4” (20m x 10cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Finishing tape  32ft x 4” (10m x 10cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Finishing tape 32ft x 1113⁄16” (10m x 30cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane 98ft x 19 11/16” (30m x 50cm)
◼ 2 x Test sample
◼ 1 x Sleeve DN 100
◼ 1 x Certificate

Content

complete set article code

204,5 sqft 
tileable surface SEAL-BOX-7

 

complete set article code

188,4 sqft 
tileable surface SEAL-BOX-5

* The price per foot is for estimation purpose only.
* Please use for order the complete price.

* The price per foot is for estimation purpose only.
* Please use for order the complete price.
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SEAL SET SAM - Self-adhesive membrane for Bathroom with 105 sqft  (10m2). 

Compatible with Easy Board, see “Easy Board”

Content:

◼ 6 x Inside corner
◼ 1 x Outside corner
◼ 3 x SEAL Wall sleeve 1/2”
◼ 1 x SEAL Corner tape 65ft x 4” (20m x 10cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Finishing tape 65ft x 4” (20m x 10cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Finishing tape 32ft x 1113⁄16” (10m x 30cm)
◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane 131ft x 1911⁄16” (40m x 50cm)
◼ 2 x Test sample
◼ 1 x Sleeve DN 100
◼ 1 x Certificate

SAM SETS FOR BATHROOM

complete set article code

204,5 sqft 
tileable surface SEAL-BOX-7

 

complete set article code

247,6 sqft 
tileable surface SEAL-BOX-10

* The price per foot is for estimation purpose only.
* Please use for order the complete price.

The SET contains material sufficient for 247,6 sqft (23 m2)  
 (floor, walls, etc.) The wet area is included in the seal set U.
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43” x 47”
(max. 110 x 120 cm) 

complete set article code

105sqft 

tileable surface SEAL-BOX-U

43” x 47”
(max. 110 x 120 cm) 

complete set article code

80sqft 

tileable surface SEAL-BOX-L

SEAL SET SAM - L
Self-adhesive waterproofing membrane for L - Wall 

Content: 

◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive Corner tape 32ft (10m)

◼

1 x SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane 
32ft x 1911⁄ 16” (10m x 50 cm)

◼ 3 x SEAL Wall sleeve self-adhesive 1/2”
◼ 1 x  SEAL self-adhesive Finishing tape 32ft x 1113⁄ 16” (10m x 30 cm)
◼ 2 x Test sample
◼ 1 x Certificate
◼ 2 x Inside corner

Compatible with Easy Board, see “Easy Board”

SEAL SET SAM - U  
Self-adhesive waterproofing membrane for U - Form

Content:  

◼ 1 x SEAL Corner tape self-adhesive 49ft (15 m)

◼ 1 x SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane, incl. 
   installation tool 49sqft (15m x 50 cm)

◼ 3 x SEAL Wall sleeve self-adhesive 1/2”

◼

1 x  SEAL Finishing tape self-adhesive 32ft x 1113⁄ 16” 
    (10m x 30 cm)

◼ 2 x Test sample
◼ 1 x Certificate
◼ 2 x Inside corner

Compatible with Easy Board, see “Easy Board”

* The price per foot is for estimation purpose only.
* Please use for order the complete price.

* The price per foot is for estimation purpose only.
* Please use for order the complete price.
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article code article description

SEAL-PARTS-1
SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane, L= 98 ft, 
B= 1911⁄16” (L=30m, W=50 cm), incl. installation tool

SEAL-PARTS-2
SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane, L= 65 ft, 
B= 1911⁄16”, (L=20m, W=50 cm) incl. installation tool

SEAL-PARTS-3
SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane, L= 49 ft, 
B= 1911⁄16”  (L=15m, W=50 cm), incl. installation tool

SEAL-PARTS-4
SEAL self-adhesive waterproofing membrane, L= 32 ft, 
B= 1911⁄16” (L=10m, W=50 cm), incl. installation tool

article code article description

SEAL-PARTS-5 SEAL Finishing tape, L= 98ft, W= 4” (L=30m, B=10 cm)
SEAL-PARTS-6 SEAL Finishing tape, L= 65ft, W= 4” (L=20m, B=10 cm)
SEAL-PARTS-7 SEAL Finishing tape, L= 32ft, W= 4” (L=10m, B=10cm)

Article code Article description

SEAL-PARTS-8 SEAL Corner tape, L=98ft, W= 4” (L=30m, B=10 cm)
SEAL-PARTS-9 SEAL Corner tape, L=65ft, W= 4” (L=20m, B=10 cm)
SEAL-PARTS-10 SEAL Corner tape, L=32ft, W= 4” (L=10m, B=10 cm)
SEAL-PARTS-11 SEAL Corner tape, L=16ft, W= 4”  (L=5m, B=10 cm)

article code article description

SEAL-PARTS-12 SEAL Inside corner
SEAL-PARTS-13 SEAL Outside corner

article code article description

SEAL-PARTS-14 SEAL Wall sleeve 1/2”
SEAL-PARTS-15 SEAL Wall sleeve DN 50
SEAL-PARTS-16 SEAL Wall sleeve DN 100

SEAL Wall sleeve

SEAL Corners

SEAL Corners tape self-adhesive

SEAL Finishing tape self-adhesive

SEAL Self-adhesive waterproofing membrane

SELF-ADHESIVE MEMBRANE

newNEW

* The price per foot is for estimation purpose only.
* Please use for order the complete price.
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Wet area - Seal System

newNEW

Easy2Seal 2K is a 2-component, highly flexible, and reactively fast-setting seal system for reliable seal of various surfaces.

Easy 2 Seal 2K Rapid

◼ Two components, fast-setting even at low temperatures

◼ Dries with almost no shrinking

◼ Weather-independent drying thanks to reactive setting

◼ Can be applied with brush, roller, sprayer, or towel.

 Processing time approx. 45 minutes

◼ Can be surface ready after approx. 90 min – perfect for  

 renovation

◼ Sets in the absence of air – important when seal   

 tapes overlap

◼ Can be applied directly wet-on-wet

◼ Saves time thanks to rapid work sequence

◼ Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Application rate: 
E2S-2K-K set consisting of: 3.3 lbs for approx. 10,7 sqft (1 m2)

E2S-2K-G set consisting of: 8.8 lbs for approx. 32 sqft (3 m2)

article code description

E2S-2K-K Set consists of: 1,5 kg for approx. 10 sqft (1 m2)

E2S-2K-G Set consists of: 4,0 kg for approx. 32 sqft (3 m2)
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